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PERSONALIZATION FOR VETERANS
We believe in the importance of giving families options
and not limiting you on your ability to select the items that
are the most meaningful to you and your family.
This brochure shows a listing of specific veteran
themed items that you can choose from if you wish.

The veteran themed personalization options are somewhat endless.
Register Book - We offer a register book with veteran themed
images and pages for military information as well as family and
service details. The book is professionally printed and completed
with all your loved ones information. Also included are pictures of all
the flowers that were sent.

Caskets – There are some caskets available that have veteran
themes. Below are pictures of a few examples of what would be
available. Regardless, most caskets can be personalized with
veteran items; therefore, your options are not limited to only these
caskets.

Vaults – There are two options for veteran themed outer burial
containers. The “salute” is a basic single reinforced concrete vault
and the “veteran” is a double reinforced concrete vault. The
appearance of each vault is slightly different, but the makeup of the
vault is really where the differences are.

Service Folders - The service folders are themed as well either
bulletin sized or smaller size. We can also create a folder using your
photos for a more personalized option. We have available many
verses specifically for the veterans like the one on the front “A
Soldier’s Heart.”
Candle - We include as our gift to you a candle with your loved ones
picture on it. The background of the candle has a military design and
is shown in the above picture. Of course, you can choose a nonmilitary background as well.
Thank You’s - If you so choose, the acknowledgements or thank
you cards can also be done with a veteran theme.
The options are endless. It is your choice to select what veteran
themed items you would like and what items that would best be nonthemed. It is our honor to be able to provide these items to you.

Other Merchandise - Items like urns, keepsakes, flag cases are
available as well. These items can be personalized if desired.

